Cumulus® 10.2.2 Release Notes
This Cumulus version is a minor release comprising bug fixes and new features. This release improves all
Cumulus products, including Workgroup, Enterprise, Web Client, Cumulus Portals, and Cumulus InDesign Client. With this release, Canto’s Cumulus is now more efficient across all platforms for which it is developed.
The new features affect the Video Cloud support, Portals customization possibilities, and general user experience issues. For details, see the What’s new in Cumulus 10.2.2 blog post.

Bug Fixes
Cumulus 10.2.2 contains the following bug fixes:
Platform
(all, except if
specified)

Description

Software

Core

Using a complex query for searching in a CategoryItemCollection no longer
throws an exception.

Core

Fixed an issue that could cause the Cumulus Server to quit unexpectedly at
the end of a backup.

Core

Fixed an issue that could in rare cases cause the Cumulus Server to quit unexpectedly when removing sets (e.g. collections) that are expired.

Core

Mirroring no longer erroneously logs an error when trying to deleting a category that has already been removed.

Core

Initial field values will be set properly now, even if the cataloging user can't
see the respective fields because the ‚Restrict field visibility…‘ option is set.

Core

Cumulus Vault no longer increases CPU usage at server side even if an error
occurs when reading the data stream during a "Copy to" or "Check out" operation.

Core

The performance for uploading files to a Vault has been significantly increased on Windows machines.

Core,
File System
Companion

Fixed an issue that caused the server to consume lots of memory when
searching.

Adobe Integration

InDesign no longer hangs or unexpectedly quits even if InDesign Client works
together with other third party plug-ins (e.g. Extensis font activation).

Desktop Client

The Live Filter (Filter Panel) for String fields with "Does not Match" using a
value "From Existing Values" works properly now: Records with the selected
value are not found, but all others.
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Platform
(all, except if
specified)
Window

Software

Description

Desktop Client

The Windows PowerPoint Add-In works properly now with the 64-Bit variants
of Microsoft Office. The following versions are supported:
Office 2010,
Office 2013,
Office 2016 .

Desktop Client

The users list of the User Manger now properly shows date and time for
"date" and "date (extended)" fields.

Desktop Client
Web Client

Fixed an issue with the "Record URL for Display in Web Clients". The URL
works properly now (and can be opened in any browser).

Filter

Fixed an issue that in rare cases caused the Cumulus Tool to quit unexpectedly when cataloging Excel files that contain multi-byte characters, like Japanese or Korean text.

Filter

Fixed an issue that prevented proper color conversion for TIFF and DNG files
with JPEG compression.

Portals

Logging in again to Portals after the browser was closed without an explicit
log-out from a previous Portals session, works properly now.

Portals

After logging-in to Portals, the proper number of collections is displayed now
(up to 99 items).

Portals

The "Reset Password" option is no longer erroneously shown if it is explicitly
configured to be not available for users.

Portals

The Upload Collection landing page no longer erroneously provides download and print buttons.

RoboFlow

SFTP with host keys supported. JSCAPE SFTP.jar version 9.3+ required

Web Client

Various UI enhancements (especially toolbox related).

Web Client

Fixed an issue that prevented the preview of related assets.

Web Server
Console

Various UI enhancements

Web Server
Console

Fixed an issue that prevented changes in the Log Manger of the WebServer
console to be saved properly.

For developers only:
Platform
(all, except if
specified)

Description

Software

CIP & SDK

The "addCheckBox" method works properly now and adds a check box which
is enabled or disabled according to the given parameter.
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